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Refrishing the Open, Sandwich

David White gets a taste for the 122nd Open Golf Championship at Royal St George's and discovers how Mother Nature gets a helping hand from a greenkeeping crew of seven...

Pages 21-23

Adventure in the land of the free

Barry Neville, Toro/PGA European Tour Student Greenkeeper of the Year, reports on seven weeks in America he's not likely to forget...

Page 6

Making tracks: tyre options

Recognising that tyres are a major contributor to soil compaction, Hugh Tilley looks at the options available...

Page 8

Grass identification

Jim Arthur takes a worm's eye view of the leaves which cause the hard work and heartache, in the first of a two-part special report...

Pages 24-25

Are you receiving me...?

Michael Bird finds out that Citizens Band radio is the 'crazy golf of the intricate world of communications on the golf course...

Pages 27, 29

DEPARTMENTS

FACES AND PLACES

BMF for former BIGGA chairman; appointments, mergers, new businesses - it's the page which keeps you in touch...

Page 5

The work on the show of the year never stops... more news and this month's big question for a chance at an even bigger prize.....

Page 11

Regular updates from our correspondents. Find out what's going on...

Pages 31-33, 42

COVER PICTURE:

Bunkers at Royal St George's. 75 have undergone restoration and now face the ultimate challenge

WIN £50 CASH IN OUR FUN COMPETITION - TURN TO BUYERS GUIDE P34

BTME UPDATE

Around the Green

Greenkeeper Education and Development Fund

Launched by Viscount Whitelaw at BTME 1992, the Fund provides the key to the future for greenkeepers, golf club and game. Individuals and companies can join the Golden Key Circle and Silver Key Circle. For details, contact BIGGA on 03473 581.

GOLDEN KEY CIRCLE COMPANY MEMBERS:

• Hardi Ltd • Hayters PLC • ICI Professional Products
• Jacobsens • Kubota UK Ltd • Lely UK Ltd • Ransomes
• Rigby Taylor Ltd • Rishboro' Turf • Toro Irrigation